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The opinions expressed in this publication
do not represent the views of the publisher,
editorial team or staff.

Editor’s column
Not corrupt schools, no – but corrupt individuals, yes!
The headline is in response to two headlined articles published on News24,
one in 2015 and the other one in March this year, both highlighting the very
real problem of corruption in (specifically) former Model C schools.
The first article by Ahmed Areff, published on 2015-08-18 at 12h28 titled,
Corruption ‘rife’ in some former Model C schools, is based on a report on
Gauteng high schools by Tshepo Motsepe, Equal Education general secretary.
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Branding
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Editor

In the News24 article Motsepe said in some cases district officials were
“involved” with principals from Model C schools, and they would often turn a
blind eye to alleged corruption.
Education MEC Panyaza Lesufi said a criminal and civil case would be pursued
against former officials of [one particular] High School in Gauteng for corruption
that ran into “millions”.
A forensic report found payments were made by the school for its former
principal’s holiday home, a carport, hunting fees and personal flights.

Janos Bozsik

Editorial panel
ASH Peens (Principal)
Mr. Enoch Thango (Deputy Principal &
Head of SPHS E-Learning Project)

According to Lesufi, the report also found the school had a “secret investment
account”, had unauthorised bank accounts, teachers were overpaid for their
“rare skills” and payments were made for classes that did not take place,
among other findings.
“This might be the tip of the iceberg in some of our schools,” Lesufi said in the
report.

Contributors
• Marisa van der Merwe, CEO and
Founder of MiniChess
• Mark Cresswell – Committee Chair
of The Kgosi Neighbourhood
Foundation (KNF)
• Tony Williams – Curro Schools
robotics expert

And there’s more
In a more recent article on News24 by Genevieve Quintal, published on 201603-09 at 08h53 titled, Shocking school corruption finding, is based on
investigations conducted by Corruption Watch and published in their annual
report.
The News24 article goes on to say that in all 10 cases the school principal was
found to be the main culprit involved in the corrupt activities.

• Jared Louw - MSC Education
Holdings

“Nine out of the 10 cases dealt with principals abusing school funds for their
own personal gain and 70% of the cases were Gauteng high schools.”

• Thabang Motloung – Entrepreneur

Corruption Watch had received 1 128 reports of school corruption from the
public.

• Anthony Gewer - Divisional Head of
MSC Enterprise Solutions
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A total of 37% had to do with financial mismanagement, 20% theft of funds,
13% tender corruption, 9% employment corruption, 3% theft of goods, and 18%
on other.

Wi-Fi

It is not the school that is the problem; it’s not the entities but the
individuals.
The afore articles do not even touch on collusion by SGB members (which I had
written about over three years ago in another education magazine), or the cover
up of irregularities relating to employment, nepotism and flouting of the Labour
Relations Act concerning SGB employees by principals, treasurers, officials and
“senior buddies” in major education federations and associations.
This magazine (and I) will be working closely with the two organisations referred
to in the above articles to eradicate this scourge of corruption. Not to undermine
schools, but to expose insidious individuals!

All rights reserved
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Enhancing education through

Technology and Wi-Fi access
The importance of using technology and Wi-Fi as an enabler and tool to help overcome educational
challenges in developing countries cannot be overlooked says industry experts.

A

frica is well-positioned to take advantage of improved connectivity in a
continuously evolving digital landscape. Internationally, technology and
Wi-Fi access has become a prerequisite for a 21st century education
system. Over the past 12 months many schools and education departments in
South Africa have implemented tablets, eBooks, and internet access to provide
students with a richer learning experience. The growth in tablet adoption is not
only restricted to private schools but happening in public schools in cities and
rural areas alike.
These tablets are loaded with an electronic learning platform that supplements
what is being done in the classroom.
It is important to point out that tablets will not substitute face-to-face learning,
in fact, the idea is to encourage self-study. Students will have access to the
curriculum on their tablets to go through it before they come to class. This
enables the educator and learners to spend more time on concepts that may be
confusing or that they may need further elaboration on – offering an integrated
learning system.
Using technology should always be complimentary to what is happening at a
college or school. There still needs to be real-world engagement, with tablets and
internet connectivity enhancing that.
It should never be just about the technology, but instead what it enables the
school to do with it. Embracing tools such as tablets and Internet access at
schools mean learners not only benefit from increased access to quality
information, but helps teachers utilise multimedia to illustrate difficult concepts
that might not otherwise be understood.

[Source: News24]

My rather (admittedly) pedantic quibble regarding the two headlines is that I do
not want the public to be mislead and direct their suspicions at schools in
general, or the system at large.

logy f
eatur

Technology encourages teacher/parent engagement, where parents can email
teachers and get responses within a much quicker timeframe instead of waiting
for parents evening which occurs on a quarterly basis on average.
Recent World Economic Forum Global Competitiveness results show that South
Africa has moved up from its initial position due to our ICT capabilities. And as
ICT permeates further into sectors we are likely to see competitiveness from an
infrastructure perspective increase further. This is proof that technology in the
schooling system is certainly beneficial, but requires further collective industry
efforts and cannot be left to schools and parents to drive.
Internationally, Wi-Fi is predicted to reach 99% of all campuses by 2016 where
IT resources and access is very high on the list of differentiations between
schools and campuses. In fact, according to a college student poll – 75% of

students said that Wi-Fi access helps
them to get better grades and 44% use
Wi-Fi to get a head start on assignments
before a class ends.
Using a Wi-Fi network at a school
provides the additional benefit of the
teachers being able to control what
sites the learners have access to and
what can be downloaded on their tablets.
This mitigates any concerns by parents
that illicit content could be viewed or
that learners will have to be responsible
for their own 3G connectivity to be part
of the new learning experience.
Many schools actually recommend that
parents do not get tablets with 3G
capabilities or request those SIMs to be
removed before the learner comes to
school. They are better able to manage
the educational experience from their
own Wi-Fi network and avoid any potential
data bill shocks that some parents are
concerned about.
The classroom of the future is arriving
sooner than many are expecting in
South Africa and the rest of the
continent. And if technology and
connectivity are adopted in responsible
ways the benefits outweigh any concerns
that there might be. 

Editor
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That small-screen in your
classroom: what is the innovation again?
By Marisa van der Merwe, CEO and Founder of MiniChess
Trending big-time in school-marketing drives, government-planning as
well as parent-discussions (and pockets), is that small-screen in the
classroom. In fact, it is everywhere: at the breakfast table, in
conversation, backseat of the car, while travelling – like a fixed
extension on the child’s hand, solidly plugged into the brain, heart and
mind of the next generation. The domineering, fast-changing nature of
this beast compels all role-players to evaluate technology-impact on
our children’s education, entertainment, social-, physical- and cognitive
development.

M

ost parents and teachers today were born before the first technology
revolution (they are called Digital Immigrants), and feel much-less
comfortable with fast-changing technologies than their children (called
Digital Natives). These parents naturally want their children to thrive with
technology, but feels mostly excluded from their children’s technology-world,
finding it hard to manage this “foreign” mine-field effectively. This unfortunately
leaves parents (and schools) open to the over-simplification of a very complex
phenomenon, as well as many marketing exploits.

Let’s take a hard look at the technology-in-education scoreboard of our day
On the one hand - It is a natural progression to introduce modern technologies
into the classroom of the 21st Century:
1. It is modern and children love it; it actively engages them, supports
participation in groups, connects to real-world expertise, and encourages
frequent interaction and feedback.
2. It is the language of the 21st Century workplace, and children simply MUST
be technology-savvy to participate.
3. Enables personalised teaching and learning, with personalised correcting of
misunderstandings. Technology is very useful in specialised-education.
4. Quick and easy access to up-to-date information and teacher-support.
5. Connectivity to the broader learning society and professional development for
teachers.
On the other hand: Technology also presents some critically important
vulnerabilities:
Neuroscience is highlighting some SERIOUS WARNING SIGNALS on the impact
of digital technology in general – which cannot be ignored.
1. Plasticity of the brain: “The brain is hard-wired to interface effectively with its
environment. It has evolved to respond with exquisite sensitivity to external
influences – to the environment it inhabits”. This plasticity of the brain is
what keeps humans alive and active, well-adapted, progressively learning and
successfully thriving in various habitats all over the world. It also means that
technology is not only changing our environment – it is also changing our
brains (studies refer to “the future of the brain”).… Education role-players
take note: technology-use is NOT just fun & games - it is hard-wiring serious
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Marisa van der Merwe
stuff with long-term consequence
and MUST be managed well!
2. “Mind Change”, a book written by
Susan Greenfield (world-renowned
UK neuroscientist and multiple
honorary-doctorate), explores the
different ways in which digital
technologies could be affecting not
just thinking patterns and other
cognitive skills, but also lifestyle,
culture and personal aspirations – it
is a highly-advised read for parents,
community leaders and educators!
Some study-results from the book:
i) Many studies mention feedback on
“obsessive fixation with computers”
by youngsters, and the digital
environment getting even more and
more pervasive at an ever-younger
age.
ii) Studies show that youngsters don’t
use technology in moderation:
entertainment media in the USA
average 53 hours/week amongst
the young, and with multi-tasking
young people averaged 11 hours /
day.
iii) Digital technologies are eroding the
age-old constraints of space and
time, as ad hoc information can be

accessed easily and quickly, from anywhere in the world and without any
logical time-sequence to events. This negatively impacts the way modern
children plan, reason and solve problems.
iv) Impacting personal identity: The idea of globalised-thought, without the
enrichment of different cultures with contrasting ways of living – is moving
individuals in the 21st Century technology-society towards ONE standardised
“cookie-cutter existence”.
v) The “present-absent”… 24% of adult social networkers in the USA reported
in 2013 that they missed-out on key events in their lives because they were
absorbed in social media at the time. This behaviour is very common
amongst youngsters worldwide, becoming the rule, rather than the
exception.
vi) Thinking-skills: The crucial ability to digest and internalise what happens
around us – where thinking is characterised by a chain of linked actions, in
a particular order/sequence, inside a specific time-frame… These mental
steps combine to create a line (or train) of thought. The more complex the
thought, the more time we need for the necessary mental steps.
Greenfield reflects negatively on technology-impact on thinking-skills: “Add in
the sensory distractions of an all-encompassing and vivid audio-visual
universe (encouraging shorter attention-spans), and you might become a
“computer” yourself: a system responding efficiently and processing
information very well, BUT devoid of deeper thought”
A timely warning from neuroscience: By itself – technology is not a teacher! And
unmanaged – it is a monster!
Educators give a mixed-bag-reception to tablet-use in the class-room
1. British-American author Andrew Keen: MySpace and Facebook are creating a
youth culture of digital narcissism; open-source knowledge sharing sites like
Wikipedia are undermining the authority of teachers in the classroom; the
YouTube generation are more interested in self-expression than in leaning
about the world; the cacophony of anonymous blogs and user-generated
content is deafening today’s youth to the voices of informed experts.
2. An experienced Grade 4 teacher: “When the child has a tablet in his hands,
he is no longer in my class”. The small-screen can add value in-class, but it
often creates a “communication and learning barrier” between educator and
learner.
3. Successful technology use in-class has to be mentored and structured with
hands-on teacher-guidance for effective learning… if that kind of support is
not available, technology does not help learning-in-class – in fact, it can harm
the student with overwhelming content, while inappropriate materials can
also be a danger.
4. Teachers identify challenges with hardware and software, ongoing updating,
lost files and ongoing training needed.
5. Some academic disadvantages through technology miss-use: students’
language-abilities deteriorate with spell-checkers, computer-assisted autosolve of math-problems make youngsters more dependent on technology
than developing own problem-solving skills.
6. Dr. Madhav Chavan (India): Technology alone won’t reform education. We
need proven best teaching-practice to ensure assisted-learning with
technology, to maximum benefit for the student.
7. Financial limitations with hardware and updates can hamper access for
learners.
8. Jonathan Stickland: Technology brings information, but it is the actual
questions that are generated from that information, which brings wisdom and
the intellectual fibre of society.
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Studies show various developmental
backlogs when youngsters increase
screen-time
• Falling behind in their ability
READING EMOTION and social clues
in social-interaction.
in
SPATIAL• Deterioration
DEVELOPMENT in school-starters –
leading to lower abilities in reading,
writing and math-understanding,
which is critical for the development
of STEM-skills for the 21st Century
workplace.
• Many publications and expertrecommendations advocate limiting
youngsters’ screen-time to 30
minutes/week up to 2 hours/week,
for health-reasons.
9. Tablet-based teaching often does
not include all learning styles –
benefiting only a few.
10. Especially young children need to
move to learn, while building
understanding in a 3-dimentional
concrete world, before they learn to
apply on a 2-dimentional screen.
Parents, schools and governments must
take note of this dangerous
misrepresentation - that tablet-use is
automatically educational. This has
become a common marketing flaw,
swallowing large amounts of budget, to
the detriment of proper education.
In-depth discussion on this important
matter is needed urgently. 
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Special
offer !

robotics

How critical thinking can aid in
working with technology

Discounted
X-kit Achieve
Grade 12 bundles
in store from
May 2016.

The media is still buzzing with the news that gravitational waves created when two black holes collided
more than a billion years ago, thousands of galaxies away, had been detected on Earth.

N

HELP LE ARNERS APPROACH THEIR E X AMS WITH CONFIDENCE

ever mind the science (including the maths and computer coding) that
went into the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO)
where the waves were first detected last September; think of the fact
that a hundred years ago, Albert Einstein’s theoretical equations exactly
predicted the existence of such waves.

X-kit Achieve offers a wide range of CAPS-aligned study resources
to support learners throughout the year.

When the waves were confirmed as part of the real world, Rainer Weiss, the
physicist behind the creation of the LIGO, reputedly asked how could Einstein
“have ever known this?”
The simple answer is that Einstein knew how to think. Yet, how often do we hear
from learners (and sometimes from those old enough to know better) that
studying mathematics at school doesn’t have much to do with the real world?
When did you ever have to use the isosceles triangle theorem in everyday life,
they ask?
Of course the answer to that question for most of us is hardly ever, if at all. But
the teaching of mathematics is not about memorizing theorems in the belief that
it would come to some use in the future. Mathematics – and all subjects for that
matter – should be taught to teach us to think critically.

Gizmos and gadgets

Two learners from Curro Grantleigh Robotics Club in KwaZulu-Natal were selected
to participate in the 12th World Robot Olympiad (WRO) in Doha last November.
Team South Africa comprised eight teams, of which the Grantleigh Robotics Club
was the only Curro school that qualified.

Building the future

Nicholas Scarse and Gabriella Spies, the two learners from Curro Grantleigh
who participated in the 12th annual World Robot Olympiad as Team Grape is
seen here at the AL Shaqab Equestrian Facility in Doha. With them are
Alan Lewis, their robotics coach and Tony Williams, Curro’s robotics expert
who accompanied them on the trip
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The WRO theme was “Robot Explorers”
and competitors had to build robots that
could “investigate and explore different
environments, some of them hostile to
humans”. In the elementary category –
Pearl Divers – teams had to build a
>> to page 8

Literature Study Guides

Study Guides

Exam Practice Books

X-kit Achieve Literature Study Guides make
nationally prescribed novels, dramas, poetry and
short stories accessible to learners. They provide
insight into the context and analyses of themes.
Stimulating exercises and questions encourage
learners to revise and understand the material in
a structured and systematic way. They include
specific guidelines for writing the literature exams.

Learners can use X-kit
Achieve Study Guides
throughout the year to
prepare for tests and
exams. They include
step-by-step explanations,
worked examples and
plenty of exam practice.

X-kit Achieve Exam
Practice Books follow
the National Examination
Guidelines. They include
full examination papers
with complete memoranda.

X-kit Achieve Mobile helps learners prepare for tests and exams on their cellphone.
With access to essential theory and helpful hints and worked solutions, learners
complete quizzes, collect badges and join the leaderboard to compete against their
class mates. Go to www.xkit.mobi to get started!

Get X-kit Achieve for a range of subjects, from Grade 8 to 12, in print and eBook format.
Available from all leading bookshops and online stores.
eStore: http://shop.pearson.co.za Customer Services: t. 021 532 6008 e. pearsonza.enquiries@pearson.com www.x-kit.co.za
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>> from page 6

robot that could dive and explore the sea for pearls. As an added challenge, each
dive would only have 30 seconds before the robot needed to come back up
for “air”.
By design, they meant exactly what Steve Jobs meant when he said design is not
about how something looks but how something works. And how well that robot
works depends on the efficiency of the computer coding operating it.
The Grade 5 learners, Gabriella Spies and Nicholas Scrase, representing
Grantleigh, entered as Team Grape, competing in the elementary school category
(learners up to the age of 12). They came 24th out of a field of more than
70 teams from all over the world.
Curro’s robotics expert Tony Williams said that an unforeseen technical hitch lost
them five points, which would have put them in 16th position. “If they had come
in at 16, they would have been the first South African team to reach the
quarterfinals of this particular category,” he said.

Robotics can aid in medicine

Williams pointed out that five years ago it was considered adequate for learners
to be computer literate - meaning knowing how to use a computer. The Curro
Centre for Educational Excellence (CCEE), however, constantly questions the
methodology of teaching and learning in the fields of literacy, mathematics,
science, and technology.
“We realised that to address the educational needs of the 21st Century learner
they needed to know how computers worked and how to write computer code,”
said Williams, “and this is done through robotics.”
Someone once said it takes a good mathematician to make a good computer
scientist, but to write computer code you need the critical thinking skills that can
be obtained when Mathematics is taught with a focus on understanding.
Robotics has been taught as a subject from Grades R to 6 at Curro schools since
2011. It has led to the annual Robotics Competitions, which encourage Curro
learners to explore the world of coding in a fun and rewarding way, and in a
manner that provides an interactive learning platform and creates excitement in
the classroom.

Not quite artificial intelligence, but smart enough
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Meet the future
WRO is a non-profit organization
founded in 2004, comprising more than
50 member countries, and involving
more than 20 000 teams competing in
the challenges each year. The World
Finals event is hosted in a different
country each year. In 2016, the finals
will be held in New Delhi, India, and the
theme is around recycling. Called “Rap
the Scrap”, contestants will have to
build robots that can reduce, manage,
and recycle waste.
They may not be creating an improved
gravitational wave detector but
preparations by the Curro Robotics
Clubs are well underway to creating
winning inventions to compete in New
Delhi. And who knows, we may have the
next Einstein tinkering among us. 
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DIGITAL EDUCATION
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5 PD points per 2 hour session

Android tablet-based courses

COURSE 1

COURSE 2

GETTING TO KNOW AND USE
YOUR TABLET DEVICE

SOCIAL MEDIA
5 PD points per 2 hour session

BEGINNER LEVEL

BEGINNER LEVEL

SESSION 1: ALL ABOUT TABLET DEVICES

5 PD Points

SESSION 1: INTRODUCING SOCIAL MEDIA

5 PD Points

SESSION 2: MAKING CONTACT WITH THE WORLD

5 PD Points

5 PD Points

SESSION 3: MY TABLET DEVICE IS MINE!

5 PD Points

SESSION 2: CREATING YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA
ACCOUNTS
SESSION 3: A LOOK AT YOUTUBE

5 PD Points

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

SESSION 1: THERE’S AN APP FOR THAT

5 PD Points
5 PD Points

SESSION 1: SOCIAL MEDIA IN THE CLASSROOM:
USEFUL OR JUST FUN?

5 PD Points

SESSION 2: FINDING IT ON THE INTERNET
SESSION 3: MAKING THE TABLET DEVICE WORK
FOR YOU – FILES

5 PD Points

SESSION 2: FACEBOOK IN THE CLASSROOM

5 PD Points

SESSION 3: TWITTER IN THE CLASSROOM
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ADVANCED LEVEL

ADVANCED LEVEL

SESSION 1: MAKING THE TABLET DEVICE WORK
FOR YOU – CALENDARS AND DATA
MANAGEMENT
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FOR YOU – eBOOKS AND eREADERS
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SESSION 3: TAKING THE TABLET TO SCHOOL
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SESSION 3: DON’T FORGET THE OTHER
SOCIAL MEDIA
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COURSE 3

COURSE 4

GOOGLE AND GOOGLE APPS

DIGITAL LEARNING IN SCHOOLS

BEGINNER LEVEL

BEGINNER LEVEL

SESSION 1: THE GOOGLE APPS PACKAGE AND
GOOGLE DRIVE

5 PD Points

SESSION 2: GOOGLE DOCS

5 PD Points

SESSION 3: GOOGLE CALENDAR AND GOOGLE
SLIDES

5 PD Points

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

SESSION 1: WHY eLEARNING?

5 PD Points

SESSION 2: GETTING TECHNICAL

5 PD Points

SESSION 3: CONTENT FOR THE TABLET DEVICES

5 PD Points

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

SESSION 1: GOOGLE+

5 PD Points

SESSION 2: GOOGLE HANGOUTS

5 PD Points

SESSION 3: CREATING MY OWN TEACHING AND
LEARNING CONTENT

5 PD Points

ADVANCED LEVEL

SESSION 1: APPS FOR TEACHERS FOR
DEMONSTRATIONS AND CONTENT
CREATION

5 PD Points

SESSION 2: GAMES TEACH TOO

5 PD Points

SESSION 3: LEARNER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
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ADVANCED LEVEL

SESSION 1 : GOOGLE APPS THAT WILL OPEN A
NEW WORLD TO YOUR LEARNERS

5 PD Points

SESSION 2: STREAMLINE YOUR CLASS WITH
GOOGLE FORMS

5 PD Points

SESSION 3: GOOGLE SHEETS
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SESSION 1: ONLINE ASSESSMENT TOOLS
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SESSION 2: THE GAMIFICATION OF EDUCATION
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SESSION 3: MANAGEMENT AND USAGE OF ICTs IN
SCHOOLS
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In partnership with the Department of Basic Education.

For further information please visit our website vadta.viaafrika.com
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Date: 22 April 2016
Venue:

events

CLUB RENDEZVOUS
C/O EMILY HOBHOUSE
& BRITS STREET
PRETORIA NORTH

Gauteng Ict Education
Excellence Awards 2016

Time: 09h00am - 16h00pm

Using ICT for Innovations in Education
The Event: Gauteng ICT Education Excellence Awards 2016
Date: Friday 22 April 2016
Venue: Club Rendezvous C/O Emily hobhouse & Brits Street Pretoria North
Number of people expected: 500
Target Market: Primary and Secondary Schools, Educators, Business sector,
Civil Society.
Principal Partners: Gauteng Department of Education, Intel Education, Pearson
Southern Africa, Macmillan Education, Edupac, Eiffelcorp, Education Company,
Bhelela Communications.
Principal Media Partner: The Mighty Pen Education magazine.
Event Organizer: Cignal Secure Technologies Pty Ltd.
Domain Name: www.icteducationawards.co.za
The inaugural Gauteng ICT Education Excellence Awards will be staged for the
first time in Pretoria, Gauteng province on the 22 April 2016.
The main purpose of the awards is to recognise and reward Gauteng Schools
and individual teachers who have innovatively applied ICT systems, benefiting
their learners and the entire community. The Awards also aims to encourage and
promote the use of ICT as a new and vibrant approach to learning and teaching.
Each winning teacher will be awarded with an ICT Kit, a prize and a recognition
certificate. The winners would be encouraged to serve as development mentors
for their area to motivate and train other teachers in the use of ICT in teaching.
All winners will be expected to form a community of resource persons through
networking and contact sessions.
This prestigious event will offer sponsors the opportunity to elevate and support
ICT Education in Gauteng schools, and to promote a culture of learning.
The Awards will bring a diverse audience from business, government, and civil
society whose interest is to improve teaching and learning in class through the
provision of quality ICT education as an enabler to effective and efficient
teaching and learning.
Our vision is to recognise excellence and best practice in ICT education whilst
contributing to the long term development of education and in so doing achieve
national recognition.
The aim is to present a vibrant annual event that is rich in resources for educators
and offers an alternative platform for networking, promoting the need for public
private partnerships.

Project management
The 2016 edition of the Gauteng ICT Education Excellence Awards is managed
and co-ordinated by CIGNAL SECURE TECHNOLOGIES, a company dedicated to
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Picture from the 2015
ICT Summit

the development and promotion of ICT in
education and community development.
The company also organises the Annual
ICT Education Summit, a seminal event
that showcases ICT products and
services to the education sector.
Please refer to this domain name:
www.digitalsystemssummit.co.za
Our future plan is to launch the project
in all 9 provinces in the next 3 years
with a view to reach out to thousands of
learners from historically disadvantaged
communities.
Last but not least, a sincere thanks to
our fellow Steering Committee members,
members of the Grand Judging Panel,
Standards Assurance Sub-committee,
organisers and judges for their dedicated
contributions in making the Gauteng
ICT Education Excellence Awards 2016
another resounding success.

Supported by

For any enquiries or Exhibition space
feel free to contact us on:
Cell: 076 201 0002
Work: 012 753 2288
Fax: 086 536 7042
Email:
Daniel.mathibedi@cignalsecure.co.za 

@icteducationawards

#icteducationawards
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EduWeek with SABC Education
powered by Intel
Advancing Educational Knowledge in Africa
Celebrating 10 Years of advancing educational knowledge in Africa, EduWeek with SABC Education
powered by Intel is proud to announce the dates for the 2016 event, which takes place on the 29th and
30th June at the Gallagher Convention Centre in Midrand, Johannesburg. The decade celebrations are
marked with a brand new partnership with the Department of Basic Education, who have signed an
agreement to support EduWeek for the next five years.

T

he partnership with the Department of Basic Education is based on a
shared vision for all South African’s and African’s to have access to
lifelong learning, as well as education and training. EduWeek has a strong
focus on all areas of education from Foundation Phase through to Tertiary &
Higher. The endorsement from the DBE will undoubtedly strengthen the existing
content on offer as well as providing educators and education professionals with
an annual public event to engage with key spokespeople from their
Government.
EduWeek will provide the Department of Basic Education with a platform to share
on the topics of, but not exclusive to, early childhood development, teacher
training, inclusive education, the implementation of digital technology and safety
in schools and also promoting health & sustainability. The DBE will hold a
dedicated space within the exhibition whereby they will collaborate with their
public and private sector partners to showcase the very best of South African
innovation in science, technology and the general manufacturing of educational
products and services.
Event Director Tanya Jackman says “EduWeek prides itself on delivering an
annual event which directly responds to the needs and expectations of the
industry. Our long-term partnership with the DBE will continue to ensure that
EduWeek remains at the forefront of advancing educational knowledge in Africa
and in turn contributes towards improving the quality of life for all our educators
and learners”
“The Department values partnerships and we believe that this platform will also
contribute to the improvement in the quality of education in South Africa. Various
stakeholders share best practices and innovations that can be used to improve
quality learning and teaching,” sad Elijah Mhlanga, Head of Communications at
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the Department of Basic Education.
The theme for EduWeek with SABC
Education powered by Intel for 2016 is
Sustainable Development in Education.
This theme has been chosen to reflect
EduWeek’s support of the United
Nation’s 17 Sustainable Development
Goals and UNESCO’s Global Action Plan
(GAP) which focuses heavily on Education
for Sustainable Development (ESD).
Education for Sustainable Development
is focused on allowing every human
being to acquire the knowledge, skills,
attitudes and values necessary to shape
a sustainable future.
Education for Sustainable Development
means including key sustainable
development issues into teaching and
learning; for example, climate change,
disaster risk reduction, biodiversity,
poverty reduction, and sustainable
consumption.
It
also
requires
participatory teaching and learning
methods that motivate and empower
learners to change their behaviour and
take action for sustainable development.

Education for Sustainable Development consequently promotes competencies
like critical thinking, imagining future scenarios and making decisions in a
collaborative way. This requires far-reaching changes in the way education is
often practised today.
EduWeek intends to play a key role in promoting this change. The event plays
host to 150 education product and solution providers that exhibit over the twoday event, including leading global brands such as Intel, Pearson and Microsoft.
Entrance to the event is completely free and over 4 000 educational professionals
attend the two-day indaba, of which 2 100 will be decision makers comprised of;
principals, Heads of Department (HOD’s) and university deans. The event has
become recognised as the definitive educational event in Africa and therefore
also draws upwards of 450 VIP delegates, made up of provincial and national
Government, Vice-Chancellors and international decision makers. With over 40
countries represented in terms of attendees and exhibitors, EduWeek is a truly
international event, with international standing.
The format of the event is a two-day exhibition in which there are five dedicated
conference theatres, each of which will host two full days of free content
dedicated to one of the following five themes:
• Early Childhood Development
• Basic Education
• Higher Education
• Inclusive Education
• Educational Technology (E-Tech)

tion m
atters

to exclusively partner with us. Our vision
is for all educators to have access to
free hands-on training & practical advice
as well as direct access to the leading
solution providers so that they can ask
technical questions and in turn provide
valuable insight, which will drive the next
evolution of products or innovations.
The ten year anniversary is an important
milestone for EduWeek and we look
forward to celebrating this with the
industry in June.”
EduWeek with SABC Education powered
by Intel takes place on the 29th and
30th June from 10am to 6pm at
Gallagher Convention Centre in
Midrand.
For more information, visit:
www.educationweek.co.za 

Each of these theatres and themes will be hosted by experts in their field,
allowing delegates to learn about the latest developments and trends by industry
leaders as well as local educational professionals. The EduTheatre sessions
have been intricately designed to not only inspire and enthuse a passion for
education, but also to provide attendees with practical take homes that they can
apply in their own teaching environment. Live demos also form part of the event
and these offer educational professionals a chance to interact and learn about
the latest trends and developments in educational technology.
Another highlight of the EduWeek calendar is the EduWeek Awards which take
place on the evening of the 29th June. The EduWeek Awards recognise
excellence across the African education ecosystem. From the inception of the
most innovative and life-changing products and/or services to our local heroes
who go above and beyond to assist their communities and the lives of our
precious learners.
To enter the EduWeek Awards or nominate a worthy recipient, visit:
http://www.educationweek.co.za/awards/
With all of these elements on offer, EduWeek is the largest and most recognised
African education event with purchasing opportunities in sub-Saharan Africa,
where public and private stakeholders can gather to discuss future solutions and
critical issues surrounding the education sector in Africa as well as evaluate, see
and buy new solutions for their education institution’s needs. Says Tanya
Jackman, “EduWeek has grown tremendously in ten years, from a small local
conference into Africa’s largest education exhibition. It has established a
powerful reputation in the education industry hence the reason why many of the
leading brands, key industry stakeholders and government organisations choose

Photos from the 2015 EduWeek
expo by editor
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Africa’s Premier Education Event

Building strong foundations
for brighter futures
The importance of pre-school development
The Kgosi Neighbourhood Foundation (KNF) believes pre-school graduation is one of the most important
moments in a child’s education and so does global engineering design and project management group
DRA. That would explain why DRA immediately jumped at the opportunity to support KNF when DRA
engineer Mark Cresswell joined the organisation as chairman of the committee back in 2005. “Most of
the original members are still trustees of KNF, which was formed to run a school and other outreach
projects with the aim to helping uplift the whole area,” he says.

Choose from over 200 hours of leading–edge and free practical training delivered by experts
from across Africa

Some 80 youngsters flock into the school - named Wings of Hope – daily, where
they are cared for and given a free foundation level education to prepare them
for their years to follow at primary school.
They come from poverty stricken homes where the opportunity to play with
something as simple as a toy never comes along. Most of these kids don’t know
how to use a pair of scissors, colour in with crayons or even read a picture book.
KNF provides all of this and more to the pre-schoolers so that when they join
Grade 1 they have the foundation to help them succeed. “These little ones
receive a high quality education from KNF. They also get two hot meals and a
decent snack every day plus medical care if necessary and loads of love, care
and support,” says Cresswell. “Ultimately I have seen our past graduates go into
Grade 1 with confidence and knowledge.”
Dominican nun Sister Natalie Kuhn was nearing retirement from her position as
headmistress at Dominican Convent School (DCS) in Jeppestown, where she had
worked for many years, when she observed the growing numbers of young

KNF cooking ladies making lunch, the children are served two hot meals
plus a snack each school day
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“

“Education today is unlike education
in the past, it’s ever changing and
the demands are such that we
should keep pace. Coming here we
learn a lot, the information we get
can be taken back to our colleges to
convince management to improve the
environment of teaching and learning.
It’s very painful for me to imagine
missing Eduweek in any of the coming
years”
Raymond Langa, Senior Education
Specialist, Capricorn TVET College

KNF Grade 0 class with Mark
Cresswell, chairman of the
foundation’s committee and engineer
at DRA Global and family members
children idly sitting on the street corners.
She realised that she was witnessing
the future’s potential ‘street kids’ and
decided to do something about it. She
always had a passion for pre-school
education and soon came up with the
idea to use one of the houses
surrounding the core buildings at DCS to
turn into a pre-primary school. A fellow
nun helped set up the school with
inheritance money. This was in the year
2000. Five years later a committee was
formed which included Cresswell as the
Chairman.
The pre-primary filled out quickly but
even then Cresswell and fellow
committee members began to recognise
it was not enough to only provide a
strong educational foundation to the
children in their care. “Once they
graduate from pre-school and enter
government schools, the children face
uncertainty at home,” he says. “Often
there is not enough to eat and the
>> to page 18

In partnership with:

Supported by:

Supporter of:

“

K

NF is not only a pre-school for disadvantaged children living in the innercity community of Jeppestown, Johannesburg; it has also become a
centre of hope for the families raising their young children there.

Meet the implementers who will inspire you through practical
learning and improve your educational knowledge.

Headline partner:
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children have to move from one home
to another because their parents
cannot afford to pay the rapidly rising
rent. Without stability and adequate
nutrition the children struggle to
concentrate and progress with their
studies.”
To remedy the situation, KNF started
sending the parents to accredited
courses in the areas of cooking,
home-based care and cleaning. “Unfortunately, the courses are costly, so we are
not able to assist every family,” Cresswell states. But for the parents who have
received training, they have also been able to find employment, which has greatly
increased the chances for stability in their homes.
Photo taken by Matt Cashore

KNF’s Wings of Hope School has also provided training and skills development
to nine employees. “Six parents are now fully qualified pre-school teachers and
three others work as support staff, cooking for 100 people each day and caring
for the environment around them,” says Cresswell.
All of this would not have been made possible if it weren’t for the support of
companies like DRA. In fact, KNF is one of the mining engineering company’s
longest running donations. “Through a monthly donation which started in 2008,
DRA has thus far donated over R1.3 million to the organisation.”
These types of monetary donations have been largely responsible for the
success of KNF. Since the Wings of Hope opened in 2006 it has steadily
increased the number of children admitted to Grade R and Grade 0 from two
classes of 20 pupils to four classes of 25 pupils. The enrolment has been
steady at 100 pupils for the last few years, which means a large portion of the
disadvantaged Jeppestown children are being provided with the opportunity to a
better education.
KNF founder Sister Natalie since passed away in 2013 but her good work
continues with the help of companies like DRA. 

Some interesting facts
Early childhood is a crucial stage of life
in terms of a child’s physical,
intellectual, emotional and social
development. Growth of mental and
physical abilities progress at an
astounding rate and a very high
proportion of learning takes place from
birth to age six. It is a time when
children particularly need high quality
personal
care
and
learning
experiences.

Teach children to love reading with this innovative
South African digital reading programme!
The Talking Stories series consists of 64 digital
graded reading books which are available in
English, isiXhosa, Afrikaans and isiZulu. Authentic
South African stories are graded Beginner, Core
and Advanced across three levels.
Each story comes with three fun interactive
activities which are aligned with the language
curriculum. Activities are designed with
struggling and able learners in mind. Animated
feedback encourages learners to give them a
sense of achievement.

Education begins from the moment the
child is brought home from the hospital
and continues on when the child starts
to attend playgroups and kindergartens.
The learning capabilities of humans
continue for the rest of their lives but
not at the intensity that is demonstrated
in the preschool years. With this in
mind, babies and toddlers need
positive early learning experiences to
help their intellectual, social and
emotional development and this lays
the foundation for later school
success.

Talking Stories can be used on a PC,
interactive whiteboard, tablet or cellphone.

LICENCES
A Single User Licence consists of 64 graded
storybooks for levels 1 to 3 in one language for
one user.

Child development experts agree that
play is very important in the learning
and emotional development of all
children. Play is multi-faceted. Although
it should be a fun experience for the
child, often many skills can be learned
through play. Play helps children learn
relationship and social skills, and
develop values and ethics, Play should
always be considered an essential part
of a child’s early education.

A Network Licence consists of 64 graded
storybooks for levels 1 to 3 in one language for
an entire school.

Functional play helps children to
develop motor and practice skills. This
kind of play is normally done with toys
or objects that are stackable, can be
filled with water or sand or playing
outdoors. Water play or sand play is a
favourite amongst pre-school children
and a valuable teaching tool. This type
of play can make up about 50% of the
type of play that toddlers through
3 year-old children practice.
KNF Grade 0 class
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TALKING STORIES IS EASY TO BUY!

Single User
Licence ISBN

Network
Licence ISBN

English

9781920224820

9781920224790

Afrikaans

9781920224837

9781920224783

isiXhosa

9781920224813

9781920224806

isiZulu

9781431032112

9781431032914

You can buy Licences through your preferred
bookseller or from our customer services
department.
Individual stories can be bought by visiting
www.macmillan.co.za/talking-stories.
• Select the stories you want by placing them
in your cart.
• Proceed to online checkout from where you
can facilitate payment, after which an email
link with a voucher and
download instructions
will be sent to
Individual
you.

stories are
available from
R29.95!

Customer Services
Tel: 011 731 3300 | Fax: 011 731 3535 | Email: customerservices@macmillan.co.za | Website: www.macmillan.co.za
@MacEdSA |

www.facebook.com/MacmillanSouthAfrica
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Eersterust schools
win R10 000
Fred Magardie Primary School in Eersterust recently received a
cash prize of R10 000, courtesy of BIC, as part of a school art
competition called the BIC Art Challenge. This is being run
concurrently with an educational road show, aimed at assisting
schools across Gauteng.

F

red Magardie, as the winning school, was given the opportunity to donate
a further R10 000 to another school of their choice and Nantes Primary
School, also in Eersterust, was selected as the beneficiary.

Launched in 2011, the ‘Choose BIC and Change a Future’ initiative has donated
over five million pens to assist lesser-resourced learners across South Africa
where many impoverished communities have little or no income for stationery.
The school art competition and road show, which was coordinated for the fourth
consecutive year by the Zinto Marketing Group (Zinto), is part of BIC’s ongoing
commitment to tackle the challenges of education and literacy in South Africa,
and improve the standard of learning by contributing quality resources and writing
instruments, which are lacking at many schools.
Zinto specialises in creating new platforms for brands to engage with the youth
market and contribute to socially conscious initiatives.
The Marketing Manager of BIC Wandile Setlhodi says, “During the outreach over
150 schools and more than 90 000 pupils across Gauteng were encouraged to
be the best they can be and excel at school, and to take the necessary steps to
make their dreams become a reality.

profile

Fun educational
software for offline use
for schools
For educators to use:
· in the classroom
· with the Knowledge
Network® Progressive
Learning Programme for
Schools (Pre-school to
Grd 07)
· with Knowledge Network®
Resource Toolkits
· for school computer clubs,
remedial centres or extracurricular activities
For Windows-based systems
Win XP, Win 7, Win 8,
Win 8.1, Win 10

KN-3to5
For Pre-schools
For ages 3 to 5 years

KN-6to9
For ages 6 to 9
to use for
Grd R to Grd 03

She continues, “The educational school road show also addresses the current
social issues affecting our youth: self-respect, self-worth, respect for parents,
elders and teachers and its anti-bullying messaging.”
BIC is appealing to learners, parents, corporates and the broader public to get
involved and foster a culture of learning in South Africa.
Join the BIC movement and show your support by helping to make a difference
in the lives of over a million lesser-resourced learners by purchasing the specially
marked promotional packs when topping up stationery baskets and help donate
millions of pens to needy learners. 

For ages 10 and up
for Grd 04 and up
For pricing for schools and
links to detailed info

Mr Magardie of Fred Magardie
Primary School wins R10 000
courtesy of BIC

A personal testimony
My father, grandfather and great grandfather were entrepreneurs so my desire to become an entrepreneur
must have come as a result of being genetically wired to wanting to be one. From a young age I have
always wanted to be more than a consumer, but to be an individual of value and when I got the
opportunity of working on a start-up under the wing and watchful eyes of a third generational legendary
Venture Capitalist who is the founding partner of DFJ, I dropped everything that I was doing and jumped at
that opportunity with both hands.

T

im Draper, by virtue of his
company has funded some of
the most successful companies
of all time such as Space-X, Tesla,
Skype, Baidu, Box, Tesla and the list
truly goes on. They (Draper Associates)
recently made a unicorn exit when
General Motors acquired Cruise
Automation for more than $1 billion.
Thabang (left) & Tim Draper
Being in Silicon Valley, I was exposed
to some of the smartest individuals
from around the globe. When I was deciding on a company that I was to found,
it had to be directed towards not only being a billion dollar company, but it had
to be one that would add value, a lesson I learned from Tim.
I remember asking him why it is that some investors will not put money into a
company even if it was clear that tons of money could be made, and his
response was, “you have to do things that are going to change the world, which
is exactly why you are here. You are here to make a difference because once you
have all the money, what is your worth?”
Thats why at my company we’re not only here to be partakers of the evolution of
technology, but to be direct pioneers, participating from the perspective of an
African and Global company.

Email
info@knowledgenetwork.co.za
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www.knowledgenetwork.co.za
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From school, to mentorship, to
entrepreneurship

or call 011 803 5554

Nantes Primary School receives
R10 000 cash prize courtesy of BIC
following a nomination from Fred
Magardie Primary School
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Yu-kai Chou, South African
born entrepreneur and one of
the top three gamification
gurus in the world

There are many challenges faced on the
African continent which need immediate
attention, and one of them is education.
On a global standard we are more than
100 years behind when we look at the role
that education is meant to play with
regards to driving economic growth. We
have innovated each and every industry
from
transportation,
energy,
telecommunication and healthcare, yet our
education system is yet to be innovated.
After visiting Stanford, I noticed that we
need to not only fund individuals into basic

education; we also need to fund our
kids to go to the best Universities in the
world such as Harvard, MIT, Yale and
Stanford. As a result, I started a new
initiative to ensure that money is made
available to fund our students to the top
Universities because as Africans, it’s
our duty to place the responsibility on
ourselves to provide solutions as we
understand them better.
My initiative to solve this problem can
be seen on YouTube: “Pledge to educate
and end poverty#MakeThePledge. I am
also a speaker on technology, innovation
and entrepreneurship.
For more information visit:
(www.thabangmotloung.co.za) 

My thoughts on Timothy
Draper
A friend, my hero and someone that I
look up to.
Founder and a Managing Director of
Draper Fisher Jurvetson. DFJ provides
capital to extraordinary entrepreneurs
who are changing the world, some of
which grew from companies such as
Tesla (Elon MUsk), Space-X (Elon
Musk),Twitter, Skype and the list
goes on.
I had the true honour of losing a
swimming race to him. He has the
strength of a professional athlete.
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Picking a college and course
that speaks to you

•

By Jared Louw, from MSC Education Holdings
So you didn’t get into the tertiary institution of your choice and feel like it’s the end of the world and you
are probably wondering what you are going to do this year and probably even with the rest of your life.
Remember, this is a minor set-back and there’s always the second semester to apply and in some
cases, there are colleges that accept all year round applications.
A career test is a good starting point

S

tudying after school is a must especially in our country, as on average,
not only does further tertiary education offer graduates more jobs to
choose from, but graduates also typically earn more than nongraduates.
With the amount of different programmes and courses on offer and of course,
the various establishments to choose from – it can seem quite daunting as to
where to begin - especially as you are likely to be getting input from family
members and friends as well.
As a starting point and probably most critically, you need to understand what
career or even industry you are interested in. Look at things like; what do you
enjoy? What are you good at? Or even examine what careers and skills are in
demand, as understanding these aspects will make it easier to enter the
workplace. Remember you are working towards finding a career so your chosen
field of study needs to be focused around subjects you feel drawn to and could
see yourself doing now, and into the future. Another great starting point is doing
an online career aptitude test or visiting colleges which offer free career
assessments.
Once you have a career path in mind, then it’s time to have a look at the different
universities and colleges available. In fact, it’s imperative that you apply to a
number of different tertiary institutions and not put all your eggs in one basket.
Word of mouth is always a great starting point – but remember to shop around

in your area – or even nationally, if you
are considering moving. Remember, you
are looking for a place that appeals to
you, so take your time and visit the
different colleges to get a feel for the
faculty and the campus.
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•

The fee structure - what do the fees include and exclude? Often you are given
a price of a course, but still have to pay extra for learning material, textbooks
etc. So make sure you know what all the costs involve – you want the best
value.
The campus itself - does the campus look clean and safe? Does it have good
equipment and technology? You are going to be spending a lot of time on

campus, so you want to make sure
you are in a positive environment
and one that offers good
infrastructure and access to facilitate
your studies.
What are they staff like? Remember
these are the people who will play a
major role in your development, so
you want faculty staff that are warm
and friendly and have your best
interests at heart.

You are entering the next stage of your
education chapter – and it’s an exciting
one. There are lots of choices and
options available.
Remember, this is your education, your
development, your future and your right.
Don’t compromise and make the right
choice! 

Some points to consider

•
•

•

•

•

Not being accepted in a tertiary institution is not the end of the road

•

rs & tr
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Does the college offer the career
path you are interested in?
Reputation. You want peace of mind
that you are getting a good education
and have chosen an established
name in education – so look for a
college that has been around for a
number of years and has campuses
across the country.
Location. Is the college on major
transport routes? You want it
make sure it is easily accessible,
especially if you are using public
transport.
Is the college accredited and
registered
with
the
correct
authoritative body? You want a
qualification that is recognised;
otherwise you’re wasting your time
and money.
How are the education programmes
or courses delivered? Is it via
correspondence or face-to-face?
Does it utilise technology or a more
traditional approach? Essentially,
you want a ‘blended’ approach, of
face-to-face and technology, as this
will allow you to work at your own
pace and still discuss critical areas
or hard to grasp concepts with a
lecturer, which gives the best
possible learning experience.

www.edupac.co.za | directors@edupac.co.za
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10 things to know for your studies
in 2016
So you’ve started attending lectures at your new tertiary institution - and while the next phase can
be daunting – new people, new campus, new expectations – it is also an exciting time as it’s a
place where new friendships begin, new experiences happen and of course where knowledge and
life skills are imparted. You may already have an idea of how to navigate the year ahead; what you
need to do and what’s expected from you, but still require a bit of guidance. Well have no fear, as
there are some important and worthwhile points to remember to ensure your first year of varsity is
an easy transition.

Here are some points to consider:
• First things first – You’ve probably already received your timetable and where
you need to be and at what time, but campuses are generally very big. Rather
than figuring it out on the day you need to attend your lectures, use your free
time to familiarise yourself with the layout of the campus and your lecture
rooms to make sure you know your way around and if timing is tight – you
have the quickest route.
• Talking about your course subjects, it is a good idea to create a study plan
now – understanding what you need to achieve each month so that you can
set yourself study goals and understand how many hours you need to put in
each month. Preparing mentally for your studies enables you to gain control
of your college year, before it even kicks off!
• Make sure you know what textbooks or reading material you need – and what
you can get digitally and what you need to buy. This way you can also take
advantage of second hand sales, sometimes students who did the same
subjects the previous year or even buying them online, as sometimes it can
be cheaper. This way not only to do have some insight into your course

•

•

•

Your tertiary institution should not just be an educated guess
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material, but you can also save
some money as well.
When you have a clear understanding
of the campus you will have better
knowledge of, where the good food
is – and where you should park.
Make sure you also know where the
internet labs and library is – if you
need them – they will be a life saver.
You are going to spend a significant
amount of time on the campus.
And on saving money – get a list of
the bursaries and sponsorships
available. While you may not have
gotten one when you applied, it
doesn’t mean that there aren’t
others up for grabs for results
achieved, or further into your studies.
Besides providing an opportunity to
save a little bit, it also gives you
something to work towards.
Also have a look at some of the
groups or cultural activities available.
You may want to join a group or
activity as not only is it a great way
to meet new people but having a
hobby or expanding on it can certainly
be rewarding.

As you can see, these are small but very
important steps that will make this next
phase in your life an easy transition and
understanding that planning will remove
the unnecessary stress we sometimes
put ourselves through and forget to
enjoy the next chapter of experiences.
Most of the above can be applied for
your whole tertiary journey. 

SPHS

Leaders in E-learning

Sunward Park High School

An E-learning ecosystem – the holistic solution
The gameification of learning & App development
Providing E-learning tools through supplier partnerships
Created 5 000+ E-lessons for the Matthew Goniwe School of Leadership
Sharing the vision of MEC Panyaza Lesufi: 1 learner – 1 tablet; 1 teacher – 1 laptop
Learn to earn & earn to learn – creating an internal economy through virtual banking
Redressing the inequalities in the education system by empowering over 120 000 learners

1st public
school to go
100% digital
Blueprint
E-learning
school

Finalist in the
2015 United
Nations Public
Service Awards
(UNPSA) for
Improving the
Delivery of
Public Services

SPHS E-learning
project
nominated for
the African
Association for
Public
Administration
and Management
Awards (AAPAM)

WINNER of
the 2015
Centre for
Public
Service
Innovation
Awards
(CPSI) for
Innovative
Use of ICT
for Effective
Service
Delivery

